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Abstract

This article presents a complete plasma etching process to etch high as-

pect ratio patterns on III-V/Ge solar cell heterostructure with low damage

for the fabrication of multijunction solar cells with a through cell via con-

tact architecture. A SiCl4/H2 chemistry was studied with different hydrogen

dilutions within the plasma (0%, up to 67%) and with different cathode tem-

peratures (20◦C, up to 200◦C). This chemistry choice creates a SiClx-based

inhibiting layer on the sidewalls that promotes anisotropic etching through

the epitaxial heterostructure. The study suggests that a high hydrogen flow

and a low temperature reduce the chemical reactions that create sidewall

erosion. A high hydrogen flow appears to provide a hydrogen passivation

of the non-radiative defects on the III-V heterostructure sidewall during the

etching process. III-V/Ge triple junction solar cells with standard grid line
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and busbar front and back contacts have been fabricated and via-holes were

plasma-etched through the active layers in order to investigate the impact of

hydrogen passivation on the photovoltaic performance. The results demon-

strate that the hydrogen passivation enables an open-circuit voltage increase

that persists even after 5 months. This plasma process can also be used for

the mesa etching step on multijunction solar cells with standard contacts.

Thus, it could provide an appealing pathway to increase the conversion ef-

ficiency of state-of-the-art multijunction solar cells with standard contacts.

To complete the etching process, a liner is used to protect the sidewall prop-

erties and a time-multiplexed Ge etching process is proposed to finalize the

patterning and even open a pathway towards III-V/Ge plasma dicing.

Keywords:

Plasma etching, III-V semiconductors, SiCl4/H2 plasma, Through cell via

contacts, Multijunction solar cells, Concentrated photovoltaics

1. Introduction

Over the past few years, through cell via contacts for multijunction solar

cells have been the object of a growing interest to replace standard grid line

and busbar front contact.[Zhao et al. (2012); Richard et al. (2016); Salve-

tat et al. (2016); Oliva et al. (2016); Richard et al. (2018); Lafontaine et al.

(2017)] A schematic of the new contact architecture is presented in figure 1.

[de Lafontaine et al. (2019)] The goal of this new interconnection design is

to reduce the shading and the resistive losses by transferring the front side

contact towards the backside by using electrically insulated and metallized

vias. [Richard et al. (2016)] From simulation results, an absolute cell effi-
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Figure 1: Schematic of a multijunction solar cell with a through cell via contact architec-

ture. [de Lafontaine et al. (2019)]

ciency increase of 3 % could be expected by using through cell via contact

instead of standard contacts. [Richard et al. (2016)] The busbar suppression

could also increase the power yield per wafer by 20%. [Richard et al. (2016)]

Another study has shown that this architecture could reduce the losses from

the light non-uniformities. [Richard et al. (2018)] Finally, this new archi-

tecture has been successfully fabricated on InGaP/AlGaAs dual junction

heterostructure. [Salvetat et al. (2016); Oliva et al. (2016)] To the best of

our knowledge, through cell via contacts were never fabricated on III-V/Ge

triple junction heterostructures.

Plasma etching anisotropic via-holes with low sidewall damage and high

aspect ratio (AR) still represents a challenge in fabricating through cell

via contacts on III-V/Ge triple junction heterostructures. Indeed, an het-

erostructure consisting of several III-V layers (InGaP, (In)GaAs, GaAs, Al-

InP, AlGaInP, AlGaAs) and quantum dot materials grown on germanium

must be etched with a high aspect ratio (AR>3), a good anisotropy and with

limited sidewall damage. Only a few studies have been published on mul-
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tijunction solar cells plasma etching and different plasma chemistries were

used. Cl2/Ar and BCl3/Cl2 have been used to etch shallow vias (AR61).

[Zhao et al. (2012); de Lafontaine et al. (2017)] However, these chemistries

might not be suited to perform high aspect ratio anisotropic etching since

a chlorine-rich chemistry may generate significant sidewall erosion. [de La-

fontaine et al. (2019)] It was previously shown that using SiCl4-based plasma

can reduce the sidewall erosion thanks to the SiClx inhibiting layer. [Zhao

et al. (2013); de Lafontaine et al. (2019)] Furthermore, hydrogen addition

to the plasma chemistry further reduces the sidewall erosion. [de Lafontaine

et al. (2019)] In addition, hydrogen plasma has also been used previously for

its passivating properties. [Wang et al. (2001); Soga et al. (2000); Lagowski

et al. (1982)] Finally, we have shown that a time-multiplexed plasma process

may be used for anisotropic Ge etching with a high aspect ratio. [Darnon

et al. (2015)]

Solar cell performance is expected to be lowered after plasma etching due

to surface recombination on the sidewall by a larger perimeter-to-area ratio.

[Espinet-Gonzlez et al. (2015); Belghachi and Khelifi (2006); de Lafontaine

et al. (2017)] Furthermore, it is possible that the process creates plasma-

induced damage on the sidewalls. [de Lafontaine et al. (2019)] It was demon-

strated that by choosing the proper plasma chemistry, it may be possible to

reduce the plasma damage and the associated photovoltaic performance loss.

[de Lafontaine et al. (2019)] Plasma damage on the etched sidewall must

therefore be characterized and limited.
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In this study, a complete plasma etching process is proposed and charac-

terized to pattern high aspect ratio via-holes on III-V/Ge multijunction het-

erostructures. The etch morphology was characterized by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM).

The chemical composition of the etched sidewall was analyzed by energy-

dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spec-

trometry (ToF-SIMS). Cathodoluminescence measurements were also per-

formed in order to evaluate the plasma damage on the sidewalls. Further-

more, multijunction solar cells with standard contacts and via-holes etched

with this process have been fabricated in order to evaluate the possible pho-

tovoltaic performance loss induced by the plasma process.

2. Experiments

2.1. Etching process

The epiwafers used in this study are quantum dot-enhanced III-V/Ge

triple junction heterostructures that consist of an In-rich (∼25%) InGaP top

cell, an (In)GaAs middle cell (with low In content ∼1%) and a Ge bottom

cell. [Fafard (2001)] A cross-section scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of the ∼7µm-thick III-V epitaxy is presented in fig. 2.

A complete etching process has been developed to pattern deep (>50µm)

and anisotropic vias on III-V/Ge heterostructures and its schematics are

outlined in fig 3. The first fabrication step consists in patterning a 5µm-thick

silicon oxide hard mask on the epitaxial heterostructure (fig 3 a). Silicon

oxide is deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).

It is then patterned by using contact photolithography and a Ar/C4F8/O2
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Figure 2: Cross-section scanning electron image of the III-V/Ge triple junction het-

erostructure.
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Figure 3: Schematics of the complete via-hole etching process.
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magnetically-enhanced reactive ion etching plasma process (MERIE). The

patterns consist in via-holes with a diameter of 5µm, up to 50µm and trenches

with a width of 5µm, up to 100µm. These patterns will lead to an aspect

ratio ranging between 0.7 and 8 after the complete etching process. Then

the active region of the III-V/Ge heterostructure is etched as presented in

figure 3 b. The plasma etching experiments are carried out in an inductively

coupled plasma (ICP) reactor, the Plasmalab100 ICP etcher from Oxford.

Both the bias power and the inductive source power are operated at 13.56

MHz. The 1cm x 1cm samples were mounted on a 4′′ silicon wafer covered

with silicon oxide deposited by PECVD. Fomblin oil was used to ensure a

good thermal conductivity between the sample and the carrier wafer. The

main etching gas used was SiCl4, to which, hydrogen could be added as a

secondary gas with different ratio to the total gas flow (0%, 33% or 67%). The

etching experiments were performed at three different temperatures: 20◦C,

140◦C and 200◦C. The total gas flow was set to 18sccm and the pressure was

controlled at 4mTorr. The inductive source and bias power were set to 440W

and 260W respectively for the results presented in sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and

3.1.3. Unfortunately, due to a chamber condition drift, the inductive source

and bias power had to be updated to 550W and 470W respectively for the

results presented in sections 3.1.4, 3.1.5 and 3.2. This update had to be made

to keep the same etch morphology (for each condition sets) throughout the

study. After this first etching step, the active region sidewalls are protected

from further damage with a ∼100nm-thick silicon oxide liner deposited by

PECVD, as shown in figure 3 c. The liner is etched at the bottom of the

patterns (fig. 3 d) with an anisotropic CF4 plasma in the same Oxford ICP
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reactor. Then, the via etching is completed by using a time-multiplexed

plasma etching process to etch the Ge substrate, as presented in fig. 3 e.

The hard mask and the silicon oxide liner can then be removed by using a

49% hydrofluoric acid immersion for 5 minutes. (fig. 3 f).

2.2. Etching process characterization

After the first etching step (fig 3 b), several characterizations were per-

formed. The samples were cleaved in order to study the etched sidewalls. The

etch morphology was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). For samples with

severe erosion over all the layers, the hard mask was used as a reference

to extract the sidewall erosion values. After etching, the chemical composi-

tion of the inhibiting layer was analyzed by energy-dispersive spectroscopy

(EDX). The SEM-EDX detector used was an XFlash detector 5030 from

Bruker whereas the TEM-EDX detector was from Oxford.

Then, the inhibiting layers are removed with a 1% HF dip selectively over

the III-V/Ge sidewalls. After the inhibiting layer removal, the III-V/Ge side-

walls were studied by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-

SIMS) and cathodoluminescence. The ToF-SIMS analyses were performed

with an Ion-TOF TOF-SIMS5 instrument with a detection of the negative

ions only. A Bi2+3 beam at 30 kV was used for the analysis with a 21*21µm

field of view, a 70µs cycle time, and a 512 pixels resolution. The sample

was tilted to perform the mapping on the etched sidewall of a 100µm-wide

trench, as shown in fig 4 a). The mass of the ions sputerred from the sample

surface is recorded over the experiment duration, allowing to reconstruct an

ion profile with the sputtering time. At the end of the process, the pattern
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depth generated by the sputtering is measured by AFM to convert the time

scale into a sputtered depth.

The plasma damage on the sidewalls was also studied by cathodolumi-

nescence. The measurements were performed in a Rosa instrument from

Attolight and the samples were cooled with liquid He to 4 K. Figure 4 b)

shows the area probed during the measurements. The samples were cleaved

in order to expose the sidewalls of a 50µm diameter via. This large via

size was chosen to minimize the possible luminescence contribution from the

cleaved sidewall. The via sidewalls were probed on a centered 8*8µm raster.

Furthermore, a 3 keV beam energy was chosen to limit the bulk luminescence

as the beam only probed the first ∼50nm. The cathodoluminescence data

are analyzed with the Labspec software that enables to extract the cathodo-

luminescence coming from the InGaP top cell and the (In)GaAs middle cell

only.

2.3. Multijunction solar cell fabrication

Furthermore, the impact of the etching process was also studied on the

photovoltaic performance. Multijunction solar cells with standard contacts

(busbar and grid line front contact and back contact) were fabricated. Us-

ing the aforementioned plasma process (up to step b of fig. 3), shallow

(∼10µm) via holes were etched on the solar cells in order to assess the pho-

tovoltaic performance loss associated to via-hole etching. The complete solar

cell fabrication process is detailed in previous publications. [de Lafontaine

et al. (2017, 2019)] The back contact is formed by a Ni/Au evaporation.

The grid line and busbar front contact is patterned by photolithography and

Ni/Ge/Au/Ni/Au evaporation. A second photolithography and a plasma
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Figure 4: Schematic of the a) ToF-SIMS measurement setup of the etched sidewall and b)

the cathodoluminescence measurement setup of the etched sidewall.
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etching process detailed above is performed to pattern the 10 µm-diameter

vias on the cells and trenches to electrically isolate one cell from another. On

those samples, photoresist was used as a mask instead of PECVD SiO2. One

row of vias was patterned between every grid line and the pitch between the

vias of a row was 60, 80 or 100µm. The latest characteristic allowed to vary

the perimeter-to-area ratio to study the total plasma damage on the device,

which scales with the sidewall surface area. Some devices did not have any

vias patterned and were used as reference cells in order to assess the plasma

damage associated specifically to via-hole etching. Those reference samples

also need plasma patterning to electrically isolate the solar cells, meaning

that for each plasma chemistries investigated, there is a reference sample.

The comparison of the photovoltaic performance of the different reference

samples (with no vias) also gives an insight on the plasma chemistry impact,

which is especially relevant for solar cell isolation applications. The photo-

voltaic performance was studied as a function of the hydrogen ratio to the

total gas flow during the plasma process. For the solar cell fabrication, the

cathode temperature was fixed at 20◦C during the plasma process. The last

step consists in etching the contact layer in a NH4OH/H2O2/H2O solution.

Despite the fact that these solar cells aim to evaluate the loss associated to

via-hole etching and plasma damage, the (In)GaAs middle cell sidewalls and

Ge may be slightly etched during this chemical etching step.[de Lafontaine

et al. (2019)]

2.4. Multijunction solar cell characterization

To assess the plasma damage, the via-hole etching and the impact of hy-

drogen addition on the solar cell performance, one-sun current-voltage (IV)
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measurements were performed. The open-circuit voltage (Voc) was specifi-

cally studied since it is the parameter that is the most sensitive to the plasma

damage on the sidewalls. The Newport Oriel Sol1A solar simulator with an

AM1.5D spectrum was used as the light source for the characterizations and

the device temperature was kept at 25◦C. After the first measurement, the

solar cells were kept in a cleanroom environment for 5 months and were then

measured again in order to study the impact the plasma damage and hydro-

gen addition over time. Since, the Voc changes measured are usually quite

small, [de Lafontaine et al. (2017, 2019)] at least three solar cells for each

combination of pitches and hydrogen fractions were fabricated and measured

in order to ensure that the small changes measured were reproductible. The

Voc values presented are the average of the Voc of all the cells of a specific

pitch and hydrogen fraction combination.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. III-V/Ge etching process characterization

3.1.1. Impact of temperature with a pure SiCl4 plasma

First, the impact of the cathode temperature on the etch morphology

for a pure SiCl4 plasma was studied. Figure 5 presents cross-section SEM

images as a function of the cathode temperature of the etched patterns with

a pure SiCl4 plasma. It shows a degradation of the heterostructure profile

with increased temperature. As shown in fig 6, the lateral erosion of Ge and

(In)GaAs layers gradually increases with temperature (from 100nm to 3µm).

The In-rich InGaP erosion is absent below 150◦C and it skyrockets to 10µm

at 200◦C. Isotropic etching results from the chemical action of chlorine rad-
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icals, which is known to be activated by temperature, explaining the lateral

etch rate increase. [Ohori et al. (2019); Pearton et al. (1994)] As for the

In-rich InGaP, InClx are supposed to be the etch byproducts, which volatil-

ity limits InGaP etching at low temperature and those compounds become

volatile above 150◦C. [Chen et al. (2000); Asakawa et al. (1998)] This ex-

plains why the InGaP lateral etching is considerably enhanced above 150◦C.

Figure 6 also shows an increase of the vertical average etch rate of the het-

erostructure with temperature, which is mainly attributed to the activation

of the vertical etching of the InGaP layer. In combination with the SiO2

etch rate reduction at high temperature, as shown in fig. 7, the III-V/Ge

over SiO2 etch selectivity increases with temperature. The SiO2 etch rate

reduction at high temperature can be explained by the enhanced deposi-

tion of SiClx species, as previously reported in SiCl4-based plasma-enhanced

chemical vapor deposition. [Huang et al. (2004)]

Despite the isotropic behaviour observed at higher temperature, there is

a deposition of etch inhibitors on the pattern sidewalls (or etch-inhibiting

layer) that can be observed. At 20◦C, an inhibiting layer with an homoge-

neous thickness (100nm) along the sidewalls is observed on the STEM image

presented in fig 8 b). By increasing the temperature, the inhibiting layer

becomes spatially localized on the (In)GaAs region and can be several mi-

crometers thick, as shown on the SEM-EDX image in fig. 9. This layer seems

porous and ex-situ EDX reveals a SiO-like chemical composition although no

oxygen is voluntary introduced. A similar chemical composition is detected

at all temperatures. Despite the fact that no chlorine is detected, it is likely

that a SiClx layer is deposited while the etch is performed.
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Figure 5: Cross-section SEM images of the patterns etched with a pure SiCl4 plasma at

a) 20◦C, b) 140◦C and c) 200◦C. Fig 5 d), e) and f) are close-ups of the sidewalls etched

at 20◦C, 140◦C and 200◦C respectively. It can be noted that, at 140◦C, the (In)GaAs

layers with low indium concentration exhibit a larger sidewall erosion than the In-rich

InGaP layers. This trend is reversed at 200◦C, as the In-rich InGaP layers exhibit a larger

sidewall erosion than the (In)GaAs layers.
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Figure 6: Average etch rate, selectivity and sidewall erosion of the main semiconductors

in the heterostructure obtained with a pure SiCl4 plasma as a function of the cathode

temperature.

Figure 7: SiO2 etch rate in SiCl4/H2 as a function of the cathode temperature
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Figure 8: Cross-section STEM images in the vicinity of the inhibiting layer of the (In)GaAs

middle cell. Fig 8 a) is a SEM image presenting the area sampled by STEM. The patterns

were etched at 20◦C with SiCl4 and a) 0% b) 67% H2 fraction of the total gas flow.
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Figure 9: EDX cartography of the patterned sidewall and its inhibiting layer in the vicinity

of an (In)GaAs layer etched with a pure SiCl4 plasma at 200◦C. Fig 9 a) is a SEM image

presenting a close-up of fig 5 c) and it presents the area sampled by EDX whereas fig 9

b), c), d), e) present the EDX intensities associated to Si, Ga, O and As respectively.
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Oxygen can be added to the inhibiting layer during the etching process,

whether it was coming from the reactor walls,[Bouchoule et al. (2008a)] or

from the SiO2 cover plate etching. The released oxygen can oxidize the

deposited SiClx on the sidewalls, forming a SiOxCly-like layer. It can then

turn into a more SiOx-like layer after air exposure since the reaction with

ambient air is not controlled. This reaction can be explained by a substitution

of chlorine by oxygen. [Bouchoule et al. (2008b); Desvoivres et al. (2001)]

The SiO2 cover plate etching (fig. 7) creates an atomic oxygen flux (Φ),

which can be estimated by using the following equation:

Φ =
ρSE

(fSimSi + fOmO)
VmFO (1)

In this equation, Φ is the atomic oxygen flux (in sccm), ρ is the SiO2

density (2.2 g
cm3 ), S is the cover plate area exposed to the plasma (78.5 cm2),

E is the etch rate of the SiO2 cover plate (70-120 nm
min

), fSi and fO are the

atomic percentage of silicon and oxygen in the cover plate respectively (1
3

and

2
3
), mSi and mO are the silicon and oxygen molar masses respectively (28.09

g
mol

and 16 g
mol

), Vm is the molar volume for an ideal gas (22400 cm3

mol
) and FO

is the fraction of the etched byproducts contributing towards the atomic oxy-

gen flow (2
3
). From this estimation, an oxygen equivalent atomic flux of 1.5

sccm is probably added to the plasma at 20◦C and it decreases to 0.9 sccm at

200◦C since the SiO2 etch rate decreases from 120 to 70 nm
min

, which confirms

that oxygen can be incorporated into the inhibiting layer in these conditions.

These gas flows represent less than 8% of the total gas flow, which is clearly

not negligible nor controlled during the process. The oxygen content could

be controlled by adding a small oxygen flow, which could improve the control
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over the process. However, no oxygen flow was intentionally added as both

oxygen and hydrogen can not be used simultaneously.

As for the specific deposition mechanism, the inhibiting layer species can

come from the sputtering of the bottom of the etched features in a direct line

of sight or come from the plasma gas phase (both the etch byproducts or gas

phase condensation). [Luere et al. (2011); Hubner (1992)] Species coming

from the sputtering of the etched features tend to deposit a conformal layer

on the sidewalls. This deposition mechanism could explain the homogeneous

thickness of the inhibiting layer obtained at 20◦C. On the other hand, species

coming from the plasma gas phase tend to form thicker layers on the top of

the sidewalls than on the bottom. Such mechanism is mainly responsible for

the formation of the inhibiting layer at 200◦C since no layer was formed on

the Ge, at the bottom of the sidewalls. The species coming from the SiO2

hard mask etching do not seem to drive the inhibiting layer deposition rate

since the SiO2 etch rate reaches a minimal value at 200◦C (fig. 7). Conse-

quently, the gas phase species from the SiCl4 precursor drive the inhibiting

layer formation at high temperature.

The temperature alters the deposition mechanisms since the thin layer with

an homogeneous thickness (100nm) obtained at 20◦C becomes thicker (4µm)

spatially localised on the (In)GaAs layers at 200◦C. This behaviour indicates

that there is a competition between the sidewall erosion, driven by the atomic

chlorine, and the SiClx species deposition. At 20◦C, the inhibiting layer is

porous (fig. 8 b), which explains why there is a small sidewall erosion on
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Figure 10: Cross-section SEM images of the patterns etched at 200◦C with SiCl4 and a)

0%, b) 33% and c) 67% H2 fraction of the total gas flow. Fig 10 d), e) and f) are close-ups

of the sidewalls etched at 200◦C with SiCl4 and a) 0%, b) 33% and c) 67% H2 fraction of

the total gas flow.

the (In)GaAs layer. Since the In-rich InGaP erosion is thermally activated,

the lateral etching exceeds the deposition at 200◦C, preventing the forma-

tion of an inhibiting layer in this vicinity. Two mechanisms can explain why

a thicker (4µm) layer is formed at high temperature on the (In)GaAs side-

walls: (1) the deposition rate is increased at high temperature, as previously

reported in SiCl4-based plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition [Huang

et al. (2004)] and (2) the isotropic morphology shields the inhibiting layer

from the plasma ion bombardment.

3.1.2. Impact of hydrogen addition at 200◦C

The hydrogen addition to the gas flow was also investigated. Figure

10 presents cross-section SEM images of the etched patterns and figure 11
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Figure 11: Average etch rate, selectivity and sidewall erosion of the main semiconductors

in the heterostructure, obtained at 200◦C with a SiCl4/H2 plasma as a function of the

percentage of the hydrogen flow to the total flow.

presents the average etch rate, the average selectivity and the sidewall ero-

sion of the InGaP, the (In)GaAs and Ge layers for a SiCl4/H2 plasma at

200◦C with different hydrogen fraction to the total gas flow (0%, 33% and

67%). When hydrogen is added to the plasma mixture, the sidewall erosion

is reduced below <1µm for all the III-V materials and it is completely elim-

inated in the vicinity of the Ge substrate. As shown in fig 11, the average

etch is also signficantly reduced by increasing the H2 flow (from 1.7 µm
min

to

450 nm
min

). However, H2 addition at 200◦C does not alter the SiO2 hard mask

etch rate ((76±4) nm
min

, fig. 7). Therefore, the III-V/Ge over SiO2 selectivity

drops from 24 to 6 by adding hydrogen to the plasma mixture (fig 11).

Hydrogen addition has two major impacts on the plasma process: (1) it

decreases the chlorine radical flux by scavenging atomic chlorine and (2) it
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enhances the SiClx species deposition [de Lafontaine et al. (2019); Huang

et al. (2004); Gatilova et al. (2009); Bruno et al. (1986)] As a matter of fact,

it was reported that a high hydrogen fraction can completely swap the pro-

cess regime from etching to deposition. [Bruno et al. (1986)] Both of these

mechanisms can be understood with the following equations:

SiClx → SiClx−1 + Cl (2)

H + Cl→ HCl (3)

At high hydrogen fraction, the hydrogen eliminates the atomic chlorine

within the plasma. [Bruno et al. (1986)] A smaller chlorine radical flux re-

duces the chemical etching of the process, which explains the reduction in

both the sidewall erosion and the average etch rate (fig. 11). Such mechanism

was previously observed on InP/InGaAs and InP/InGaAlAs heterostructure

plasma etching. [Guilet et al. (2006)] The ratio of the sidewall erosion over

the etched depth is reduced with increasing hydrogen flow, which leads to an

etching process that is, overall, more anisotropic.

The inhibiting layer thickness and morphology are significantly altered by

increasing the hydrogen fraction. The inhibiting layer thickness is first re-

duced (33% H2), to finally disappear from the (In)GaAs sidewalls at 67%.

In the latter conditions, it is now spatially localised on the InGaP sidewalls

and its thickness does not exceed 200nm (not shown here). This thickness

reduction can be explained by the fact that the precursor flow has been re-

duced threefold. This is consistent with a previous article that showed that
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Figure 12: Cross-section SEM images of the patterns etched at 20◦C with SiCl4 and a)

0%, b) 33% and c) 67% H2 fraction of the total gas flow.

the deposition rate in SiCl4/H2 PECVD is first increased with hydrogen flow

but then falls off after surpassing a critical hydrogen flow. [Huang et al.

(2004)] This is further confirmed by another study that has shown that the

deposition rate is linearly related to the product of H and SiClx in the gas

phase and that there is an optimal H2/SiCl4 ratio, for which, the deposi-

tion rate is maximized. [Bruno et al. (1986)] The hydrogen addition changes

severely the deposition mechanism since the hydrogen atoms can induce the

free-bond silicon species, which are involved in the growth process. [Bruno

et al. (1986)] In this present study, the optimal deposition rate may have

been surpassed, which can explain the inhibiting layer thickness reduction.

Furthermore, the SiO2 hard mask etching can not explain the changes in the

inhibiting layer thickness. Indeed, the SiO2 hard mask etch rate, and its

associated oxygen atomic flow remains about the same with H2 addition at

200◦C ((76±4) nm
min

, fig. 7).

3.1.3. Impact of hydrogen addition at 20◦C

Hydrogen has also been added to the gas flow of the processes performed

at 20◦C. Figure 12 presents cross-section SEM images of the etched patterns
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Figure 13: Average etch rate, selectivity and sidewall erosion of the main materials ob-

tained at 20◦C with a SiCl4/H2 plasma as a function of the percentage of the hydrogen

flow to the total flow.

and the sidewalls are all steep, which confirms that a temperature of 20◦C

limits the chemical etching. Figure 13 presents the average etch rate, the

average selectivity and the sidewall erosion of the (In)GaAs and the Al-rich

layers layers for a SiCl4/H2 plasma at 20◦C with different hydrogen frac-

tions to the total gas flow. By adding hydrogen, the average vertical etch

rate is decreased by 57% to reach ∼450 nm
min

and it can be explained by the

same mechanism presented above: the hydrogen scavenges the atomic chlo-

rine and it limits the chemical etching. Furthermore, since all experiments

are performed at a fixed pressure, adding hydrogen implies that the SiCl4

flow must be reduced. This will reduce the partial pressure associated to

Cl-based species and therefore, the heterostructure etch rate as well. This

characteristic provides a second explanation on the origin of the reduced etch

rate. This etch rate reduction is less significant at 20◦C than 200◦C (75%)

since chemical etching is less dominant without thermal activation. Interest-
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Figure 14: Cross-section STEM images performed on the etched sidewall. Fig 14 a) is a

SEM image presenting the areas analyzed by STEM. The STEM images were performed

in the vicinity of the (In)GaAs middle cell of the patterns etched at 20◦C with SiCl4 and

b) 0% c) 33% and d) 67% H2 fraction of the total gas flow as well as in the vicinity of the

Al/In-rich layers of the patterns etched at 20◦C with SiCl4 and e) 0%, f) 33% and g) 67%

H2 fraction of the total gas flow.
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ingly, the etch rates at 200◦C and 20◦C are identical when hydrogen consists

in 67% of the total gas flow. It demonstrates that the thermal activation no

longer drives the average etch rate at a high hydrogen gas flow. Hydrogen

addition at 20◦C reduces the SiO2 hard mask etch rate (from 125 nm
min

at 0%

H2 to 85 nm
min

at H2, fig. 7). However, the III-V/Ge over SiO2 selectivity is

mainly driven by the heterostructure etch rate reduction since it drops from

8.5 to 5.3 by adding hydrogen to the plasma mixture (fig 11). As presented

in fig. 14, only the (In)GaAs and several Al-rich layers were slightly eroded,

whereas both the InGaP and the Ge do not present sidewall erosion at 20◦C.

The erosion is reduced to 0 and 15nm for the (In)GaAs and the Al-rich layers

respectively by increasing the hydrogen flow up to 67% (fig. 13) and it is yet

another outcome of chlorine scavenging with hydrogen.

Figure 15 presents a TEM-EDX cartography of the (In)GaAs sidewall

and its inhibiting layer after an etching process performed at 20◦C and with

67% H2. As the hydrogen fraction is increased, the inhibiting layer is still

conformal and protects all the layers but it becomes less porous, as shown

in fig. 8 c). This characteristic occurs because the reduced chemical etching

creates less competition with the deposition. The hydrogen addition also

creates a denser layer by scavenging some of the chlorine directly from the

inhibiting layer [de Lafontaine et al. (2019); Gatilova et al. (2009)] with the

following reaction:

SiClx + H→ SiClx−1 + HCl (4)

This inhibiting layer has a 50nm thickness, which is thinner than its

200◦C counterpart (∼200nm). However, it is impossible to comment on the
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Figure 15: TEM-EDX cartography of the sidewall and its inhibiting layer in the vicinity

of an (In)GaAs layer etched with a SiCl4 and H2 (67% of the total gas flow) plasma at

20◦C. The SEM image on fig 15 a) presents the area analyzed by TEM-EDX whereas fig

15 b), c), d), e) f) and g) present the EDX intensities associated to Si, O, Cl, In, Ga and

As respectively.
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SiClx deposition rate based solely on these thicknesses since the porosity

is highly affected and it creates a significant margin of error (>50%) in this

assessment. As for its atomic composition, this layer consists of mostly silicon

and oxygen by the same mechanism explained beforehand. However, both

indium and chlorine can also be observed in this layer, which was not observed

under any other conditions. Their addition indicates the formation of InClx

clusters coming from the In-based semiconductor etching with the chlorine-

based plasma. The sputtering of the bottom of the etched features, combined

with the low InClx volatility at 20◦C, explains their addition to the inhibiting

layer.

3.1.4. III-V/Ge sidewall composition

The atomic composition of the sidewall was further investigated by time-

of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). Before the measure-

ment, the inhibiting layer was stripped with diluted HF. This way, it is

possible to study the elements that may have been incorporated into the

III-V/Ge sidewall during the plasma process. Figure 16 presents the average

chlorine ion intensity taken from the sidewalls as a function of the depth into

the etched III-V/Ge sidewall for all three processes performed at 20◦C. The

samples etched at both 140◦C and 200◦C were not studied as the sidewall

erosion is not suitable for the final application. For a pure SiCl4 plasma, a

high amount of chlorine is incorporated into the III-V/Ge sidewall. As ex-

pected, the chlorine concentration decreases with the depth into the etched

sidewall. Chlorine concentration decreases with hydrogen addition and it is

mainly located within the first 1nm. At 67%, it seems that chlorine pen-

etration depth is more spread. The reduced chlorine concentration can be
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Figure 16: ToF-SIMS measurement of the average chlorine ion intensity taken from the

sidewalls measured as a function of the depth into the etched III-V/Ge sidewall for dif-

ferent hydrogen fraction of the total gas flow. The measurement was performed after the

inhibiting layer removal.

explained by the chlorine atom scavenging by the hydrogen. Furthermore,

since adding hydrogen requires reducing the SiCl4 flow in order to keep both

a fixed pressure and a fixed total gas flow, there will be less Cl-based species

available in the plasma. Both of these characteristics reduce the amount of

atomic chlorine atoms in the plasma that are available to be incorporated

into the sidewall. It was previously shown that chlorine diffusion in III-V ma-

terials may create Cl-related defects. [Landesman et al. (2015)] Therefore,

this mechanism could also reduce the Cl-related defect density.

Figure 17 presents the average hydrogen ion intensity taken from the

sidewalls as a function of the depth into the etched III-V/Ge sidewall for all

three processes performed at 20◦C. For a pure SiCl4 plasma, a low amount

of hydrogen is incorporated in the III-V/Ge sidewall. Since no hydrogen
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Figure 17: ToF-SIMS measurement of the average hydrogen ion intensity taken from

the sidewalls measured as a function of the depth into the etched III-V/Ge sidewall for

different hydrogen fraction of the total gas flow. The measurement was performed after

the inhibiting layer removal.
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was intentionally added for this process, this low amount can be attributed

to residual hydrogen within the ToF-SIMS chamber. A larger amount is

incorporated with the plasma etching process with 33% H2. The hydrogen

concentration within the III-V/Ge sidewall is even larger when the hydrogen

fraction is raised from 33% to 67%. In both the later cases, the maximum

concentration is located 2nm beneath the sidewall surface.

3.1.5. Sidewall plasma damage

To further study these properties, cathodoluminescence measurements

were performed on the III-V semiconductor plasma-etched sidewalls after

the inhibiting layer removal. Figure 18 presents the cathodoluminescence

intensity of the InGaP top cell as a function of the photon energy for the

pure SiCl4 process (0%), the process with 67% H2 performed at 20◦C and a

cleaved sidewall used as a reference. The maximum peak intensity is reached

at ∼1.84eV which is consistent with the InGaP band gap energy. It is pos-

sible to notice that the intensity is at least twice as large with any plasma

process instead of the cleaved sample. This is a first indication that the

plasma process does not damage much the heterostrucure in the vicinity of

the InGaP top cell. However, the cathodoluminescence intensity is increased

by 700% when a high hydrogen fraction is added when compared to the

cleaved sidewall. Such behaviour can be explained by a reduction of the non-

radiative defect on the InGaP sidewall. This characteristic is in agreement

with the ToF-SIMS results. The high hydrogen fraction within the plasma

helps scavenging the chlorine which reduces the Cl-induced non-radiative de-

fects. Furthermore, the hydrogen incorporation into the sidewalls (fig. 17)

can passivate impurities or vacancy-related recombination centers. Hydrogen
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can passivate impurities in semiconductors as previously shown on Si. [Chang

and Chadi (1988)] and GaAs [Johnson et al. (1986)] In addition, it has been

observed that, after GaN plasma etching, a hydrogen plasma passivates the

nitrogen vancancies, which also leads to a luminescence increase.[Chen et al.

(2012)] The authors also observed that a high hydrogen-radical-to-ion flux

ratio is preferable to maximize the passivating properties on GaN. In the case

of our study, since the sidewalls are investigated, the geometry naturally pro-

motes a high neutral-to-ion flux ratio in this vicinity. Despite the fact that

InGaP and (In)GaAs were studied in this work, it is possible that a similar

passivation process occurred. This property provides a second explanation on

the 700% luminescence increase shown in fig. 18. Both the previous publica-

tions and the results of this study suggest a specific passivation mechanism.

The hydrogen radicals passivate the impurities or vacancy-related recombi-

nation centers, whereas the geometry enables an ion flux at grazing angle on

the sidewalls, which limits the dissociation of the newly-formed bonds with

hydrogen.

Figure 19 presents the cathodoluminescence intensity of the (In)GaAs

middle cell as a function of the photon energy for the pure SiCl4 process

(0%), the process with 67% H2 performed at 20◦C and a cleaved sidewall used

as a reference. The maximum peak intensity is reached at ∼1.4eV which is

consistent with the (In)GaAs band gap energy. The peak intensity variation

associated to the (In)GaAs middle cell does not vary more than 30% between

all three samples. Therefore, the luminescence peak does not change much

whether the sample was cleaved, plasma etched or even when hydrogen was

added. In the vicinity of the (In)GaAs layers, no benefits from the hydrogen
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Figure 18: Cathodoluminescence intensity of the InGaP top cell as a function of the photon

energy. The measurement was performed after the inhibiting layer removal.

Figure 19: Cathodoluminescence intensity of the (In)GaAs middle cell as a function of the

photon energy. The measurement was performed after the inhibiting layer removal.
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addition could be observed. This result is not consistent with a previous

publication indicating that hydrogen plasmas have passivating properties by

removing an arsenic excess and its associated native oxide (As2O3). [Gottscho

et al. (1990)] A similar mechanism was also reported for GaAs passivation

with silicon nitride by PECVD. [Richard et al. (2020)] In the case of this

study, the etched sidewall does not have a native oxide since it was still

considered bulk before the process. Therefore, the hydrogen had no native

oxide to react with. Hydrogen could still remove an arsenic excess on the

etched sidewall. [Gottscho et al. (1990)] However, the cathodoluminescence

results indicate that this passivation mechanism was poorly efficient (fig.

19). An explanation for this could be that the As-excess was not completely

removed during the plasma etching process. This explanation is consistent

with the etching sequence of the heterostructure (fig. 2). The InGaP top cell

is the first subcell to be etched and it has the slowest etch rate. During this

part of the process, the (In)GaAs sidewalls can not be passivated since this

layer is not etched yet. The (In)GaAs middle cell is the second subcell to be

etched, during which, the top cell sidewalls are still exposed to the plasma and

its passivating properties. This means that the InGaP sidewalls are exposed

to the plasma for a greater period of time than the (In)GaAs middle cell.

Consequently, the InGaP top cell received a complete passivation resulting

in a 700% luminescence increase (fig. 18), whereas the middle cell had an

incomplete passivation because a large fraction of the process was required to

etch the top cell and it leads to no significant changes in cathodoluminescence

(fig. 19).

Secondary peaks between 1.45eV and 1.5eV can also be observed in fig.
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19. They may come from the interactions of different III-V materials both

above and below the (In)GaAs layers. Because of the intricacy of the het-

erostructure studied, no specific identification or explanation for those sec-

ondary peaks can be provided in the scope of this study. A separate study

on isotype substrates will be required to rigorously identify these secondary

peaks and the associated etching mechanisms.

3.2. Solar cell performance characterization

Figure 20 presents the one-sun AM1.5D open-circuit voltage of multijunc-

tion solar cells with vias with different via pitches (60µm, 80µm and 100µm)

compared to multijunction solar cells without via-holes (Ref). Both the vias

and the isolating trenches were etched with either a pure SiCl4 plasma (0%)

or with a high hydrogen fraction (67%). A first measurement was performed

right after the fabrication cycle (T0) and the via-hole etching process in-

duces a relative Voc loss between 2% and 3%. These values are in agreement

with previous studies. [de Lafontaine et al. (2017, 2019)] However, a slightly

smaller loss (∼2%) is obtained when a high hydrogen flow (67%) is used

instead of a pure SiCl4 plasma (∼3%). These measurements are below the

precision of the measurement setup. In order to confirm that the hydrogen

addition has also a positive effect on the open-circuit voltage, a good level

of reproductibility was obtained. At least three solar cells for each pitch and

hydrogen fraction combination, for a total of 24 solar cells, were fabricated

and measured. All the solar cells of each subset present the same Voc within

0.1% and 0.8%. These values are all below the Voc changes associated to

hydrogen addition and for all the via pitches studied. Therefore, the smaller

Voc loss associated to hydrogen addition is real and not simply a statistical
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artifact.

Furthermore, it is possible to notice that, for both the cells with vias

and the reference cells, when a high hydrogen flow is used, a higher open-

circuit voltage is obtained. The passivating properties of this process is also

observable on the standard reference cells since the mesa etching step used to

electrically isolate one cell to another is also performed by the same plasma

etching process. This result is of interest even beyond the fabrication of

the through cell via contact architecture. It provides an appealing pathway

to increase the conversion efficiency of III-V based solar cells with standard

contacts since this step is usually performed by wet chemical etching on

state-of-the-art multijunction solar cells. [Dimroth et al. (2014); Geisz et al.

(2020)]

The enhanced open-circuit voltage with hydrogen can be explained by

the quality of the etched sidewalls. A reduction of the non-radiative defect

density reduces the recombination at the edge of the device and it results in

a higher open-circuit voltage. This result provides a solid confirmation for

the mechanism presented by the ToF-SIMS and cathodoluminescence mea-

surements in the previous sections. Indeed, it was previously observed that

hydrogen passivate defect-related recombination centers on solar cells result-

ing in a higher conversion efficiency. [Wang et al. (2001); Soga et al. (2000)]

A slight Voc increase can be observed as the pitch is increased from 60µm to

100µm on the cells with vias etched with a pure SiCl4 plasma. This is related

to the reduction of the perimeter-to-area-ratio with increasing via pitch. As

the perimeter-to-area of the device decreases, the total sidewall recombina-

tion is less dominant and the solar cell presents a higher Voc. However, this
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Figure 20: Open-circuit voltage of multijunction solar cells with vias with different via

pitches (60µm, 80µm and 100µm) compared to multijunction solar cells without via-holes

(Ref). Both the vias and the isolating trenches were etched with either a pure SiCl4 plasma

(0%) or with a high hydrogen fraction (67%). The measurements were performed right

after the fabrication cycle (T0) and after 5 months (T0 + 5 months).
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behaviour is not noticeable on the cells with via-holes etched with a high

hydrogen fraction. The Voc does not seem to change much by increasing

the via pitch and this may also be explained by an efficient sidewall passi-

vation. With the defect passivation, the complete device is less sensitive to

perimeter-to-area effect, hence the steady Voc over all the studied via pitches.

One of the challenges with passivation is to ensure that it has a good

stability over time. Therefore, these characterizations were also performed

five months after the initial measurement in order to assess the stability of

the hydrogen passivation. The results are also presented in fig. 20 (T0+5

months). For all the samples studied, the influence of the hydrogen addi-

tion to the plasma mixture is still noticeable after five months. Indeed, all

the solar cells etched with a high hydrogen fraction plasma still exhibit a

higher open-circuit voltage when compared to their solar cell counterpart

etched with the pure SiCl4 process. The impact of via-hole etching remains

the same after five months as the relative Voc loss is still between 2% and

3%. Furthermore, the relative loss associated to via-hole etching is still lower

when hydrogen is added to the plasma mixture (2.1-2.7% depending on the

via pitch) compared to the pure SiCl4 plasma (2.3-2.9% depending on the

via pitch). Since solely the hydrogen addition to the plasma mixture can

explain this behaviour, this result indicates that the hydrogen plasma passi-

vation persists over time for at least 5 months. The long-lasting stability of

hydrogen-based passivation was also previously observed in another study.

[Gottscho et al. (1990)] For through cell via contact multijunction solar cells,

the via sidewalls will be covered by a dielectric barrier that is expected to

further increase the stability of the semiconductor sidewalls.
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3.3. Etching process completion

The SiCl4/H2 process detailed above is only one step (fig. 3 b) of the full

etching process (fig. 3). The SiCl4/H2 plasma is solely used to etch the active

layers of the III-V/Ge heterostructure without sidewall erosion and with

limited plasma damage. To reach those goals, this step was performed with

the 67% H2 process performed at a cathode temperature of 20◦C. However,

additional steps are required to obtain deep and anisotropic vias through the

III-V/Ge heterostructures as shown in fig. 3. To protect the sidewalls from

further damage, a silicon oxide liner is deposited by PECVD (step c in fig. 3).

Then, a CF4-based plasma process is used to etch the liner at the bottom of

the patterns (step d in fig. 3) by using the same SiO2 hard mask. Figure 21

a) presents cross-section SEM images after both the liner deposition and the

anisotropic liner etching. Figure 21 b), c) and d) present close ups of fig. 21 a)

on the sidewall. It is possible to observe that a continuous liner covers all the

III-V/Ge sidewall. This demonstrates that the PECVD process is sufficiently

conformal to enable deposition on the active layer sidewall, which provides

protection against further damage. Moreover, the CF4 plasma process is

sufficiently anisotropic to etch the liner at the bottom of the patterns while

keeping the sidewall undamaged.

The last step is a time-multiplexed plasma process to etch the Ge sub-

strate. It consists of a SF6/O2 isotropic etching step multiplexed with a C4F8

passivation step in order to obtain anisotropic etching. Figure 22 presents

cross-section SEM images of the etched patterns after the Ge etching process

(step e in fig. 3) In figure 22 a), it is possible to notice that a depth of 50µm

can be obtained with an aspect ratio of 5, but aspect ratios larger than 10
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Figure 21: Cross-section SEM images of the etched patterns after liner deposition and

liner etching (step d of fig. 3).

are expected to be reachable with a longer process time. Furthermore, fig 22

b) presents a close up view of fig 22 a) in the vicinity of the III-V sidewall.

After this last step, the liner still protects the sidewall of the active region

from plasma damage. In summary, these last steps enables deep and high

aspect ratio etching through the III-V/Ge heterostructure while protecting

the active region from further damage.

4. Conclusion

We propose a complete plasma etching process to etch high aspect ra-

tio patterns in III-V/Ge triple junction solar cell heterostructure with low

damage for the fabrication of multijunction solar cells. By investigating the

influence of H2 flow and cathode temperature, we demonstrated that the

lateral erosion is strongly reduced at low temperature and high H2 flow.

Chlorine radicals scavenging, lower volatility of InClx etch by-products and

denser inhibiting layer deposition at the pattern sidewall enable a minimal
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Figure 22: Cross-section SEM images of the etched patterns after the time-multiplexed

Ge etching (step e of fig. 3).
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sidewall erosion and steep profiles. The high hydrogen flow reduces the non-

radiative defects on the III-V heterostructure sidewall during the etching

process whether it is by integrating III-V materials beyond the inhibiting

layer to passivate the residual defects or by scavenging the chlorine atoms,

thus preventing the creation of a chlorine-based defect. Consequently, it leads

to a higher luminescence in the InGaP top cell. However, no changes were ob-

served in the (In)GaAs middle cell. Nevertheless, the plasma properties were

also investigated on triple junction solar cells with via holes. The addition of

hydrogen enabled an open-circuit voltage increase (∼1%) on all the devices

compared to their pure SiCl4 counterpart. The hydrogen passivation seems

to also persist over time since the voltage increase was still noticeable after 5

months, which makes it a promising process for complete device fabrication.

A SiO2 liner and a time-multiplexed Ge etching process are also presented

in order to etched high aspect ratio patterns while protecting the active

region sidewalls. In summary, the best plasma conditions enabled to etch

patterns anisotropically through a complex III-V/Ge heterostructure with

minimal damage conditions that persist over time. Therefore, this plasma

etching process is promising for the fabrication of a through cell via contact

architecture on multijunction solar cell but also for conventional triple junc-

tion solar cells isolated by plasma etching or for other III-V based photonic

applications.
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